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This special issue of Nordicum-Mediterraneum contains select papers from the research
seminar Environmental Aesthetics and Citizenship (https://estenci.wordpress.com/),
coordinated by Neli Dobreva, Oleg Bresky, Mogens Chrom Jacobsen and Oliver Kauffmann
at the École des Arts de la Sorbonne, University Paris 1 Panthéon Sorbonne, in partnership
with the research circles Patterns of Dysfunction in Contemporary Democracies. Impact on
Human Rights and Governance, coordinated by Mogens Chrom Jacobsen, and Appearances
of the Political, coordinated by Carsten Friberg–all of them within the Nordic Summer
University (NSU). This project was supported by the Nordic Council of Ministers of the
Nordic Countries in cooperation with Foreningerne Nordens Forbund (FNF), the University
of Aarhus (Department for Philosophy of Education and General Education) and the
European Humanities University / The J. Althusius Institute.
The Seminar Environmental Aesthetics and Citizenship took place in Paris, France, at the
École des Arts de la Sorbonne, University Paris 1 Panthéon Sorbonne, during two semesters
of the academic year 2018-2019. The guest editor Neli Dobreva would like to express her
gratitude to the Dean of the École des Arts de la Sorbonne, Marie-Noëlle Semet-Haviaras,
for her support and willingness, which allowed the Project to succeed.
The debate started at the NSU Summer Session in 2018 at Faro Island in Sweden, when all
the NSU circles first got in contact with each other and began working together. One of the
first considerations was how to collaborate between circles, exploring the ways in which
human-rights militancy and, more generally, the protection of human rights are affected by
the international human rights system and the way this regime enters State relations and,
on the other side, the ways in which we could connect the sensory or sensitive (le sensible)
experience, such as the aesthetic one, through the ongoing global debates about: the
environment, ecology, humanity and non-humanity, post-humanity and trans-humanity,
citizenship and environmental migration through the lens of representations, Anthropocenecentered discourses on degrowth, the ethics of de-extinction, the education on citizenship
and urban participative democracy, the politics of care and common good, etc. Of course, all
these questions were so inspiring and the debates so rich, that we opted for an
interdisciplinary experimental seminar: Environmental Aesthetics and Citizenship.
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